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San Diego, CA 92159-9000
Phone: 619.387.7200
Fax: 619.387.0042
Email: orders-support@catholic.com
Orders: 844.239.4952
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Catholic Answers is a media ministry that serves Christ by explaining and defending the 

Catholic faith. We help Catholics grow in their faith, we bring former Catholics home, and we 

lead non-Catholics into the fullness of the truth.

 

Catholic Answers Press delivers high-quality, solidly Catholic books, pamphlets, DVDs, and 

audio content to customers, offering exceptional service and a high level of confidence in 

products that explain and defend the teachings of the Catholic Church. Your purchase helps 

support our efforts to reach more souls for Christ and share the fullness of the truth found in 

the Catholic faith.

Pantone color is 661 C. 
CMYK color is C:100 M:90 Y:11 K:2
RGB color is R:0 G:53 B:146
Web: #003592

Dear Friends,
The future looks bright in 2023 as we move forward with renewed appreciation 
for our Faith and the ability to gather once again as the Body of Christ. As you 
know, there is still much work to do, and Catholic Answers Press is here to 
partner with you. Whether your goal is to educate the average Catholic in the pew 
or to reach our complacent or non-religious neighbors, our road-tested resources 
are here to help clearly explain and defend the Faith.

Check out our new Fall titles and our deeply discounted BULK BOOK specials!
With Christian hope and peace,
Donna Barrack | Director of MarketingDonna Barrack | Director of Marketing

Find our titles on shop.catholic.com and new 

courses at schoolofapologetics.com

STAY IN TOUCH! Like us on social 

media or sign-up for our Retail 

Newsletter at: sales@catholic.com

catholicanswers

catholicanswers

catholiccom

catholiccom

catholicanswers

catholic answers

CONTACT US

catholic.com
For parish/retailer business inquiries: 
sales@catholic.com | 800.890.0461

For customer order inquiries:
orders-support@catholic.com

For publicity/marketing inquiries: 
marketing@catholic.com

OUR MISSION
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shop.catholic.com
To place an order, simply visit our safe and secure online shop.

844-239-4952
Representatives can answer product questions and take your order over the phone.

E-mail
activation@catholic.com for business online ordering
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He has debated Protestants, skeptics, and 
socialists. He has refuted countless atheist 
arguments and debunked a thousand anti-
Catholic myths—without breaking a sweat.  
But now Trent Horn has met his match . . . 
himself.

What if the voice of your deepest doubts 
and difficulties about Catholicism rose up in 
the form of a human being and challenged 
you to a defend your most foundational 
beliefs?  That’s the task Trent faces in Devil’s 
Advocate: a dialogue with his own best 
objections against the faith he professes 
and defends.

In this engaging series of conversations 
with his anti-Catholic alter-ego, Trent battles 
challenges on topics such as:
God: You can’t believe that God is a person 
when most philosophers say that—at best—
God is just a force. The problem of evil won’t 
allow it!

DEVIL’S 
ADVOCATE
Trent Horn

CB489 ..........166pgs ..................$16.95 
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MEETING THE 
PROTESTANT 
RESPONSE
Karlo Broussard

CB488 ..........288 pgs .................$18.95 

When Protestants Strike Back…

Thanks to apologetics, millions of regular 
Catholics have learned to give good reasons for 
the things they believe, usually to Protestants 
who challenge their faith with a Bible verse or 
historical claim.

But those critics of the Church have been 
paying attention, and now they have their own 
answers to rebut the standard Catholic proofs.

In Meeting the Protestant Response, Karlo 
Broussard follows up his bestselling Meeting 
the Protestant Challenge by looking at the 
fresh counter-arguments that Evangelical 
pastors and scholars have developed and 
taught their followers to make. On subjects like 
the Eucharist, the papacy, salvation, and the 
veneration of saints, Karlo breaks down these 
new comebacks, shows how they don’t actually 
disprove the classic Catholic argument, and 
offers more biblical, logical ways to explain and 
defend the doctrines and practices of our faith.
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TWISTED 
UNTO 
DESTRUCTION
Donald J. Johnson

CB490 ..........160 pgs .................$16.95 

How “Bible Alone” Theology  
Made the World a Worse Place 

Martin Luther and his fellow “Reformers” turned 
Christendom upside-down by rejecting the 
authority of the Church that Jesus founded and 
claiming instead that personal interpretation of 
Scripture is to be our rule of faith. This infamous 
principle of sola scriptura—the “Bible alone”—
created 500 years of doctrinal chaos and 
sectarian division.

But that awful aftermath is not the only legacy 
of sola scriptura. In Twisted Unto Destruction, 
Donald J. Johnson shows how ditching the 
Church in favor of private Bible interpretation 
has also enabled some of the modern world’s 
worst crimes and vices.

Once an Evangelical Protestant who took sola 
scriptura for granted, Johnson came to realize 
that setting ourselves up as little Magisteriums—
whose opinions on the Bible’s meaning have to 
be as valid as anyone else’s—not only leads to 
endless splintering, but makes it possible to use 
Scripture to justify anything.

Like puppeteers, Christians could make the 
words of the Bible dance on command, 
inventing “biblical” endorsements of violence, 
greed, racism, abortion, sexual depravity, and 
more. Without an authoritative Church to hold 
the line, and long removed from a practical 
consensus, Protestantism has been unable to 
resist the tide of modern errors.

In fact, as Johnson shows, in many cases, it has 
endorsed and expanded those errors. Read 
Twisted Unto Destruction to learn how we can 
fight this abuse of the Bible and reverse the 
damage it has caused.
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WHAT IS GOD?

CB494 ..........280 pgs .................$18.95 

Have you ever tried to have a close, 
loving relationship with someone you 
don’t know? It’s not easy.  
(And it’s probably not a good idea!)

Most would never dream of attempting such 
intimacy with a human stranger, yet many of 
us try to do just that with God! But just as with 
people, if we don’t know God, we can’t love him. 

In What Is God?, Kevin Vost (Memorize the 
Reasons!) shows you how you can better know 
the most worthy object of our love, following the 
thought of the great theologian who first asked 
that question as a young boy:  
St. Thomas Aquinas. 

That thirteenth-century Dominican friar 
later devoted much of his masterwork, the 
Summa Theologica, to exploring God in his 
deepest essence. But if you don’t have time to 
read a 1.8-million-word philosophical treatise 
translated from medieval Latin, Dr. Vost is here 
to break down the key parts for you. In clear and 
approachable fashion, What Is God? examines 
God’s attributes and considers questions about 
him that have vexed mankind for centuries.
What does it mean for God to be simple? To be 
perfect? Is God really knowable, after all? Can 
we say that he is happy? Is God able to change 
the past, or cause it not to have been? And the 
classic: can God make a boulder so big that even 
he cannot lift it?

St. Thomas has an answer for all of these, and 
many more . . . and What Is God? is the first 
book to collect and explain those answers in  
one place for modern readers.

Kevin Vost 
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THESE 
TWELVE

In These Twelve, author Rod Bennett 

shows that the apostles weren’t random, 

interchangeable parts—mere pawns that 

Jesus moved around in order to accomplish 

his mission. No, these men were the mission.

CB487 | 173 pgs

$1895

In this riveting re-examination of familiar Gospel 

events from the ground-floor perspective of 

Christ’s hand-picked heirs, you will learn the 

true meaning of apostolicity—and why it’s an 

essential mark of the one Church that Jesus 

founded to go out to the world and make all 

people his Chosen People.

shop.catholic.com
To place an order, simply visit our 
safe and secure online shop.

844-239-4952
Representatives can answer 
product questions & take your 
order over the phone. phone

E-Mail
activation@catholic.com  
for business online ordering
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shop.catholic.com
To place an order, simply visit our 
safe and secure online shop.

844-239-4952
Representatives can answer 
product questions & take your 
order over the phone. phone

E-Mail
activation@catholic.com  
for business online ordering

LIGHT FROM
DARKNESS 
Ask Catholics about the crisis in  
the Church today and you'll often 
get one of two responses:

The end is upon us! or Everything's 
fine—the Holy Spirit is in charge!"

These nine inspiring stories of crisis and reform should give all Catholics today 
reason for hope—and a model to follow as we deal with the trials that God has 
permitted in our own time.

Neither of those attitudes makes sense from the 

perspective of history, says Steve Weidenkopf 

(The Real Story of Catholic History). 

In his new book, Light from Darkness, Weidenkopf 
shows how the Church’s past ages were no less 
tumultuous than our own. Yet, whether it was 
decadent hierarchs selling out the Faith for pleasure 
and power, or hostile princes, heresies, or ideologies 
(sometimes all three at once) menacing Christendom, 
the Catholic Church not only persisted during hard 
times but came through them stronger than before.

In each case, though, Weidenkopf demonstrates how 
the Church’s survival was not an accident or a last-
minute miracle. Instead, good Catholics (lay and clergy 
alike) cooperated with God’s grace to beat back error 
and corruption and reform the house of God from 
within. They resisted the twin temptations of cynical 
schism and Pollyanna passivism and went to work—
first in their own hearts—bringing good out of evil, 
light from darkness. 

Steve 
Weidenkopf

CB480 $19.95 Pages: 272
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One, Holy,
Catholic,
Apostolic,
Church
The earliest Christians were 
Catholics—and practices 
have continued unbroken 
all the way to the present-
day Church. Dig deep into 
the words and actions of 
those who lived right after 
the apostles.

$1795 CB483

shop.catholic.com
To place an order, simply visit our 
safe and secure online shop.

844-239-4952
Representatives can answer 
product questions & take your 
order over the phone. phone

E-Mail
activation@catholic.com  
for business online ordering

case of 20 
$3ea

240 Pgs
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10 | NEW THIS SEASON

REVOLT AGAINST
REALITY
FIGHTING THE FOES OF SANITY AND TRUTH—
FROM THE SERPENT TO THE STATE

Gary is the host of the weekday talk 
show Hands on Apologetics on Virgin 
Most Powerful Radio. He is the author 
of several books on apologetics from 
Catholic Answers Press such as Why 
Catholic Bibles are Bigger, Hostile 
Witnesses and Revolt Against Reality, 
which was released in Fall 2021.

We seem to be living in an age of insanity. Crimes 
against children, born and unborn; marriage defiled 
and redefined; the madness of transgenderism; 
the looming terror of trans-humanism . . .  the list 
goes on and on. And it’s getting uglier out there every day. 
Everywhere you look, the culture is twisting truth into lies 
and lies into truth.

ONLY
$1895

CB481 $18.95
Pages: 307

call to order

844-239-4952

order online

shop.catholic.com

How did we get to this bizarre point in 
history? More importantly, how can we fight 
the tide of insanity and win reality back?
In Revolt Against Reality, Gary Michuta (Hostile Witnesses, 
Why Catholic Bibles Are Bigger) explains how an army of 
liars, manipulators, and bad actors has conspired literally 
from the beginning to thwart God’s plan for man—a 
plan of order and peace, centered on the Incarnation 
of Jesus Christ. Michuta takes you step by step through 
history, unmasking the enemies of faith and reason in 
every age—all the way back to Satan himself, who in the 
Garden of Eden promised that we could become our 
own gods.

Since then, every error, heresy, and moral abomination 
has been part of the same intricate network of lies, 
designed by the Father of Lies, to wrench us from what 
makes sense and trap us in a prison of contradiction and 
chaos. 

We’ll never restore sanity to the world until we know 
how the enemy operates. Read Revolt Against Reality 
and you’ll understand his age-old tactics . . . and you’ll be 
prepared to fight back!
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11 | NEW RELEASES

SKU: CB466   
Price: $18.95SKU: CB476   

Price: $17.95

SKU: CB474
Price: $16.95

SKU: CB475   
Price: $16.95

SKU: CB468
$18.95

SKU: CB461
$16.95

SKU: CB469
$19.95

In Pope Peter, Joe Heschmeyer says 
that papal flaws are an opportunity to 
understand what the papacy really means, 
not to abandon it (or the Church). Drawing 
deeply on scriptural and historical witness, 
he offers a thorough but accessible defense 
of the papal office and an edifying picture of 
the extent—and limits—of its authority.

In Real Religion: How to Avoid False 
Faith and Worship God in Spirit and 
Truth, popular preacher and professor 
Fr. Jeffrey Kirby cuts through misguided 
modern notions—idols, really—about 
God and religion and takes you back to 
the foundation for true worship: God’s 
revelation about himself.

Today, more and more people reach 
adulthood without being taught even the 
basics about Jesus. This book is a simple 
introduction to Jesus for those who don’t 
yet know the facts. And it is a helpful re-
introduction for those who were taught 
the facts but never came to a mature 
understanding of his life and work."  

Fr. Walshe gives you the principles—
drawn from Catholic teaching, truths of 
human nature, and the best habits of 
successful Catholic families—that you 
need to transmit the joy and confidence 
that will keep your kids in the Faith for 
life. The world and the devil don’t stand 
a chance!

A TEACHER OF STRANGE THINGS

ALWAYS A CATHOLIC

POPE PETER

REAL RELIGION

The Challenge of the 
LIGHT AND LEAVEN

Laity in the Twenty-
First Century
“In Light and Leaven, 
Bishop Joseph Strickland 
speaks the truth plainly, 
but in a positive and 
encouraging way that will 
touch your heart. It's a quick 
and accessible read that will 
inspire you to stay focused 
on the Eucharist, dive deep 
into prayer, and do all that 
you can to bring about a 
much-needed renewal in 
the Church today." 
—Danielle Bean, Author and 
Speaker

Good News About the Afterlife for 
PURGATORY IS FOR REAL

Those Who Aren't 
Perfect Yet
In Purgatory Is for Real, 
Catholic apologist Karlo 
Broussard definitively tackles 
this most-misunderstood 
teaching, giving you the 
evidence and arguments to 
see (and explain to others) 
that purgatory is neither 
contrary to Scripture nor 
some fantastical dogma that 
Rome invented. Rather, it is 
firmly rooted in biblical truth 
and the faith and practice of 
the earliest Christians.

Hidden Treasures of Faith in 
SECRETS FROM HEAVEN

the Parables and 
Conversations of 
Jesus
In Secrets from Heaven, 
Fr. Sebastian Walshe helps 
you break free from stale 
and familiar takes on the 
gospel, giving you new eyes 
to see and new ears to hear 
the inexhaustible depths of 
Christ’s wisdom. 

pg.17 for 
bulk price

pg.17 for 
bulk price

TO KNOW 
ST JOSEPH

CB482 | pg 312$1795

He’s the Patron of the Universal Church, guardian of the Word Made 
Flesh, supreme help of fathers and workers, and Terror of Demons. 
After Jesus and Mary, he’s our single greatest model of holiness and 
most powerful heavenly friend.

Yet the Bible barely mentions him. And he never speaks a word.

In To Know St. Joseph, Msgr. Dominique Le Tourneau draws on 
a lifetime of prayer and scholarship, along with two millennia of 
Catholic tradition, to unpack the mystery of this magnificent and 
silent saint. In this thorough yet readable book you’ll explore the 
Church’s accumulated wisdom about St. Joseph
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Little Books. Big Answers.

1 .....................$4.95 each
5 .................... $4.25 each
10  ................. $4.00 each
25  ................. $3.50 each
50  ................. $3.25 each
100  .............. $1.00 each

CB484

CB493

NEW!

CB491 CB492

CB486 CB485

Series Samplers

Abortion .......................................... CB374
Angels & Demons........................... CB412
Anti-Catholic Myths ........................ CB478
Apparitions & Revelations............. CB426
Atheism ........................................... CB373
Bible Difficulties ............................. CB440
Bible Prophecy ............................... CB433
Bioethics .......................................... CB438
Catholic Social Teaching ................ CB463
Conversion ...................................... CB451
Death & Judgment ......................... CB414
Divorce & Remarriage ................... CB413
Eastern Catholicism ....................... CB457
End of Life Issues ........................... CB375
Faith & Reason ............................... CB458
Faith & Science ............................... CB376

Faith & Works ................................. CB464
God .................................................. CB403
Homosexuality ...............................CB432
Islam ................................................ CB391
Jehovah’s Witnesses.......................CB392
Judaism ............................................ CB439
Marriage & Sex ...............................CB448
Mary ................................................. CB404
Miracles ........................................... CB419
Mormonism .................................... CB394
New Age .......................................... CB465
Prayer .............................................. CB459
Protestantism ................................. CB452
Salvation .......................................... CB405
Scripture & Tradition .....................CB393
Seasons & Feasts ........................... CB470

The Bible ......................................... CB420
The Church ..................................... CB424
The Communion of Saints ............ CB479
The Early Church ............................ CB447
The End Times ................................ CB472
The Eucharist .................................. CB402
The New Testament ....................... CB453
The Old Testament ........................ CB446
The Papacy ...................................... CB395
The Real Jesus ................................. CB377
The Reformation ............................ CB434
Relics & Sacramentals ................... CB477
The Rosary ...................................... CB471
The Sacraments ............................. CB421
Witchcraft & the Occult ................. CB425
 

2020 New Release Pack ............ 20ANSNEW20
2019 New Release Pack ............ 20ANSNEW19 
2018 New Release Pack ............ 20ANSNEW18 
Growing Closer to God Pack ...... 20ANSGOD 
Bible Pack ................................... 20ANSBIB 
Faith Basics Pack ....................... 20ANSFB  
Morality Pack ............................. 20ANSMOR  
Non-Catholic Groups Pack ....... 20ANSNON  
Supernatural Pack..................... 20ANSSUP 
Student Pack .............................. STUDENT20 

Buy Bulk & Save

Popular Packs
20 Answers Bulk Sampler ........ BULK20
20 Answers Series Sampler ..... SAMP20

BEST BUY FOR ANY CATHOLIC
“A simple, easy read that can put any Catholic 
in a ready position to defend the Faith.”

—Charles W.

Great Resources for Parish, Ministry, and Group Distribution

The best-selling 20 Answers series offers concise information on the most important topics facing 
the Church and the world. Now available in a complete set of 53 books, topic-related packs, and 
individually.

call to order

844-239-4952

order online

shop.catholic.com
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13 | CATHOLIC ANSWERS ESSENTIALS

Answering Atheism
How to Make the Case for 

God with Logic and Charity
CB368 • 336 pgs • PB • $18.95

Meeting the Protestant
Challenge

How to Answer 50 Biblical 
Objections to Catholic Beliefs

CB455 288 pgs • PB • $16.95 

Persuasive Pro-Life
How to Talk About Our 

Culture’s Toughest Issue
CB380 • 336 pgs • PB • $18.95

PROBULK Case of 20 books • $100.00

Demons, Deliverance, 
and Discernment

Separating Fact From Fiction 
About the Spirit World

CB388 • 199 pgs • PB • $18.95

Why Catholic Bibles 
Are Bigger

Revised Second Edition
CB431 • 384 pgs • PB • $20.95

Just Whatever
How to Help the Spiritually
Indifferent Find Beliefs that

Really Matter
CB437 • 208 pgs • PB • $16.95  

Teaching with
Authority

How to Cut Through Docrinal 
Confusion & Understand What

the Church Really Says
CB443 • 400 pgs • PB • $22.95  

What the Saints
Never Said

Pious Misquotes and the
Subtle Heresies They Teach You

CB436 • 176 pgs • PB • $16.95

What Jesus Really 
Said About the End of 

the World
CB359 • 231 pgs • $16.95  

Why We're Catholic 
Our Reasons For Faith, 

Hope, And Love
CB423 • 240 pgs • $16.95

A DAILY DEFENSE
365 Days (Plus One) to Becoming 

a Better Apologist
CB417 • 390 pgs • PB • $23.95

The Protestant’s Dilemma
How the Reformation’s Shocking 
Consequences Point to the Truth 

of Catholicism
CB370 • 224 pgs • PB • $18.95

Prepare the Way
Overcoming Obstacles to 
God, the Gospel, and the 

Church
CB435 • 361 pgs • PB • $17.95

All in the Name
How the Bible Led Me to 
Faith in the Trinity and the 

Catholic Church
CB445 • 200 pgs • PB • $16.95

Hard Sayings
A Catholic Approach to 

Answering Bible Difficulties 
CB408PB • 437 pgs • $21.95  

The Essential Catholic 
Survival Guide

Answers to Tough Questions 
About the Faith

CB297 • 533 pgs • PB • $29.95

Behold Your Mother
A Biblical and Historical 
Defense of the Marian 

Doctrines
CB378PB • 352 pgs • $23.95

The Fathers Know Best
Your Essential Guide to the 

Teachings of the Early Church
CB344 • 452 pgs • PB • $29.95

The Real Story of 
Catholic History 

Answering Twenty Centuries 
of Anti-Catholic Myths
CB429PB • 354 pgs • $21.95

Counterfeit Christs
Finding the Real Jesus
Among the Impostors

CB450 • 220 pgs • PB • $18.95

Affirming Catholic 
WITH ONE ACCORD

Teaching Using 
Protestant 
Principles
“Dr. Beaumont 
provides clarity, with 
numerous examples, 
on how Catholics 
and non-Catholic 
Christians in fact agree 
in principle on what 
each believes.” 
—Verified Customer

How to Answer the Slogans, Clichès, 
ONE LESS GOD THAN YOU

and Fallacies That 
Atheists Use to 
Challenge Your Faith
“This was an incredible and 
timely book. John DeRosa 
tackles very common 
atheistic objections to 
theism. He offers twenty 
chapters, each dedicated 
to a slogan, and two 
additional chapters 
covering reasons to believe 
in God.” 
—Jason E.

CAN A CATHOLIC BE A 
SOCIALIST?
The Answer Is No—
Here's Why
“Not just for Catholics! 
This was an excellent 
book. It takes the 
complex issues of 
economics and faith 
and shows how they 
fit together. Excellent 
history showing how 
socialist economies and 
policies do not work.” 
—Verified CustomerSKU: CB467

$16.95
SKU: CB462
$16.95

SKU: CB460
$18.95
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14 | FAMILY/YOUNG ADULT

The Truth Is Out There Series
Everybody’s favorite Catholic outer-space 
delivery pilots return for their greatest 
adventure yet!
Amadeus
• The Truth Is Out There (Vol. 1)
• The Big Picture (Vol. 2)
• The Weapons of War (Vol. 3)

Fresh from saving the solar system while being introduced 
to God and his Church in The Truth Is Out There and 
defeating a lunar megalomaniac determined to rewrite 
salvation history in The Big Picture, Brendan and Erc land in 
a magnificent domed city on Mars—for what is supposed to 
be a simple shuttle job. 

But soon they find themselves caught up in a sinister assault 
on faith and freedom. Will Mars be lost to the Enemy? Find 
out in The Weapons of War, where Brendan and Erc’s only 
hope for the fight is in the power of God’s sacramental gifts.

SKU: CB456

Individual Novels & Set 

The Weapons of War: #3

SKU: CB406The Big Picture: #2

SKU: CB362The Truth Is Out There: #1

Tools for Your Most Important Job
Parents: God gave you the care of little persons with immortal souls, destined for eternal glory with him. This means that raising 
your kids well and faithfully is the most important job you have. But don’t be afraid—the Catholic Answers Parenting Pack is 
here to help you put them on the track to heaven. This multimedia bundle gives you helpful tools to tackle tricky moral topics with 
kids, fight their addiction to screens and gadgets, and guide your children from toddlers to teens in ways that will keep them in the 
Faith for life.

SKU: CB319
$1.00 $2.95

"I purchased this for my senior in high school and he really appreciated it. It's 
perfect for any parent to give to their teen heading for college." —Verified Customer

$18.95

$18.95

$18.95
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$18.95

NOW
$16.95

NOW
$17.95

NOW
$18.95

APOLOGISTS ALLEY | 15

TRENT HORN

NOW
$16.95

NOW
$18.95

NOW
$18.95

NOW
$18.95

NOW
$21.95

TIM STAPLES

NOW
$23.95

KARLO BROUSSARD

SHOP.CATHOLIC.COM/APOLOGISTS-ALLEY

JIMMY AKIN

CHRISTOPHER CHECK

NOW
$39.95

NOW
$9.95

NOW
$22.95

NOW
$23.95

NOW
$29.95
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NEW 
HOPE FOR LIFE 
& OPPORTUNITIES
TO DEFEND IT!
The so-called right to abortion is 
no longer the law of the land in 
America, thanks be to God. But this 
does not mark the end of the fight 
for life. On the contrary, some of the 
hardest work lies ahead.

Help Catholic Answers in the 
continuing fight to save lives by 
supporting this massive effort to 
get one million copies of  
Why We're Pro-Life to those who 
need its message most.
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CB495 - 32 pgs 
$1.00/each
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Our Reasons for Faith, 
Hope, and Love

How God Gave Us His 
Word—Through His Church

SKU: WHYBULK
$60.00

SKU: CB423 | $16.95

SKU: BIBLEBULK
$60.00

SKU: CB454 | $17.95

SKU: EARLYBULK
$60.00

SKU: CB483 | $17.95

WHY WE’RE CATHOLIC
THE BIBLE  

IS A CATHOLIC BOOK
THE EARLY CHURCH  

WAS THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
$3

In Bulk 
Case of 20

$1
OR LESS IN BULK 

How to Prepare 
Kids to Face Today’s 

MADE THIS WAY

Tough Moral Issues
“It’s great not just for 
parents, but for anyone 
who wants to defend what 
the Church teaches about 
God’s plan for marriage 
and the gift of our 
sexuality.” 
—Matt & Cameron Fradd

How to Keep Your Kids in the 
Faith for Life—and Bring Them 

ALWAYS A CATHOLIC

Back If They Have Strayed
Always a Catholic reminds us 
that keeping our kids in the Faith 
(or helping them get back to it) is 
more than a matter of technique. 
Above all, it’s about the way we 
live out Catholicism—in our own 
lives and as a family—from day 
to day.

SKU: ALWAYSBULK
$100.00 $319.00
SKU: CB474 | $16.95

SKU: MADEBULK
$100.00 $339.00
SKU: CB442 | $18.95

$5
In Bulk 

Case of 20

WHY WE'RE PRO-LIFE
"This booklet is an excellent, 
quick read that will serve 
as a great tool for pro-life 
advocates as we work to 
make abortion unthinkable."

- Prudence Robertson
Host - EWTN Pro-Life Weekly

CB495 - 32 pgs 
$1.00/each
$200 - PLBULK - 250 booklets

PILLAR OF FIRE,
PILLAR OF TRUTH
The Catholic Church 
and God's Plan for You
“A powerful yet concise booklet that 
clearly defines the core beliefs of the 
Catholic faith! Each topic is easy to read 
and easy to understand. And everything 
is cross-referenced to the Catechism of 
the Catholic Church and supported by 
Sacred Scripture. Hand this out to anyone 
that will read it... pray... then follow up! 
Order a bunch, start opening doors." 
Matthew 28:16—Verified Customer
SKU: CB021 | Also in Spanish CB022
$0.60 to $0.90 each  | See Bulk 
Discount Rates Online

More Bulk Booklets
A Teacher of Strange Things ............................. TEACHERBULK
Mass Appeal (The ABC's of Worship) ............................. CB268
The Words of Eternal Life................................................ CB473
Absolute Relativism ......................................................... CB350

Scripture, Mercy, and Homosexuality ............................ CB411
God's Love for You (Pack of 50) ................................CP1210-50
Persuasive Pro-Life ..................................................... PROBULK
Why We're Pro-Life .........................................................PLBULK

Affordable Resources - Save Big in Bulk!


